
 
Instructions for gray coverage with ammonia free Color Lust. 

For best results, start with clean dry hair. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Divide the hair into four quadrants by parting down the middle of the head and across from 

ear to ear, as if you were going to make four ponytails. (Use the clips to keep hair in its proper 

sections) 

2. Once hair is sectioned and secured out of the way, to avoid color stains, apply conditioner 

around the hairline avoiding the hair itself. Be especially generous to areas of the forehead, 

ears, and neck. 

3. Put on gloves prior to mixing, and weigh or measure 1oz. of color to 1oz. of developer. Use a 

food scale set to ounces or use the markings on the tube for best results. (If more is needed, 

refer to the original measurements to avoid excessive use of product) 

4. Start the application in the front, where you notice most of the gray. Unclip one of the front 

quadrants and take thin parallel partings, (up to ¼” in thickness) and apply to the new growth 

only. Avoid passing the re-growth line of demarcation as the previously colored hair is porous 

and will take to the color faster and darker than the new growth. 

5. Repeat the process to the best of your ability, making sure to do the front two sections first 

followed by the back half. (Right or left do not matter. Front to back is of most importance) 

Try to finish the entire application within 20 minutes to avoid unevenness of color 

6. Allow the color to process for 40 minutes from the time you applied to the last section. 

7. Upon completion of the 40 minutes, spread the color by combing through each quadrant. This 

will blend the line of demarcation. Allow it to process for an additional five minutes. (If a 

darker shade is desired throughout the hair, let it process for an extra five minutes for a total 

of 10.) 

8. Once the processing time is completed, rinse thoroughly, shampoo, and condition. Style as 

desired. 

If after following these steps, you find that additional grey coverage is needed, you may need a darker 
color for your next re-touch. Contact your stylist and request a lower number of color with more 
pigment concentration.  


